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QUESTION I
“The Constitutional Revolution of 1937 is better understood not as the end of formalism in
jurisprudence, or even the end of the laisseztThire state, but as ushering in the end of a consensus
about how law is understood and made (or found), The Supreme Court since 1937 has failed to reach
a consensus on how it is that judges ‘do’ law, Hugo Black retreated to the text, Felix Frankfurter
turned to history, Benjamin Cardozo sought refuge in societal consensus, William 0. Douglas used
more abstract ‘principles’ to decide cases, and Earl Warren looked to his particular understanding
of fairness to shape the meaning of the Constitution. Thus, the Court is unable to articulate a guide
by which society should judge the lawfulness of the Court’s action, making it more easy to accuse
the Court of ‘playing polities.” Discuss,

QUESTION II
“When assessing the goals of the legal process or reasoned elaboration school of
jurisprudence in the era following World War II, one is constantly amazed at its congruence with the
grand theory ideas expressed before the Civil War, most notably by Joseph Story. Both Story and
legal process scholars such as Henry Hart believed the law should be based on and drawn from
general principles rooted in reason, practice, and social needs; societyneeded clear and specific rules
of law; and the federal courts were essential instruments of American govemment and should be
used to advance and institutionalize what they regarded as a broader national viewpoint. Both were
anti-formalist in that sense, and critical of much of dual federalism, And, of course, both Story and
Hart taught at the Harvard Law School, which they saw as an institution training a national legal elite
whose graduates would implement those jurisprudential views. Interestingly, then, both types of
jurisprudential thinking faded because they failed to appreciate both the populist tendency in law and
law making, and the limits of reason itself, particularly when faced with difficult, even transforming
issues of power and morality.” Discuss,

END OF EXAMINATION

